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MICROFINANCE:
THE URGENT NEED FOR REINVENTION

The social innovation known as microfinance is clearly going through a midlife
crisis that is also an important opportunity. The successes of microfinance are
reasonably well known if perhaps obscured by recent controversies in Mexico,
Nicaragua, Morocco, India, and Bangladesh. Many research studies, summa-
rized and analyzed in Professor Kathleen Odell’s paper “Measuring the Impact
of Microfinance: Taking Another Look,”2 have confirmed that it can be a pow-
erful tool to alleviate and reduce poverty when provided in an effective manner,
especially when it includes savings options and is integrated with other human
development services. Furthermore, unlike many social innovations that remain
trapped in “pilot” status, microfinance has leveraged philanthropic, socially
motivated, and increasingly, commercial capital to scale up to the point where
more than 150million families are participating. TheMicrocredit Summit Cam-
paign played an essential role in this success story, as summarized in Vinod
Khosla and Susan Davis’s excellent paper published on theMicrocredit Summit
Campaign site in 2006, “Taking Stock of the Microcredit Summit Campaign:
What Worked and What Didn’t Work, 1997–2006? What Is Needed, 2007–
2015?” Certainly, some countries’ microfinance sectors have failed to keep pace;
indeed, a disproportionate number of clients are in India and Bangladesh. Ad-
mittedly, the quality of services varies widely. Yet what has been achieved is
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nonetheless significant. Most important, those achievements set the stage for
deploying a new wave of high-impact products and services through creative
use of the already existing infrastructure and relationships with low-income
people and communities that the world’s microfinance institutions (MFIs)
have in place.

However, the push to scale microfinance rapidly while also maintaining
MFI profitability has created its own set of problems, which this chapter de-
scribes. If left unaddressed, these problems could result in a contraction of the
number of people served and compromise the potential of microfinance to ad-
dress other social problems, such as energy poverty and climate change.

What has gone wrong, and why? Fundamentally, in the drive to achieve
scale and profitability, many microfinance institutions became less client-centric
and lost touch with their original mission (which, for many organizations, was
related to combating poverty). In addition, they failed to anticipate and prevent
the inevitable backlash among the media and populist politicians as micro-
finance became a more visible part of the financial sector and national poverty
reduction strategies, and as MFIs awkwardly came to terms with the reality of
growing competition. Today, a growing number ofMFIs face five critical issues:

1. Their products are poorly designed and overpriced, and often limited to
credit, which has led to dissatisfaction among clients and increasing prob-
lems with retention.

2. Their staff are undertrained and are responding to financial incentives
that are not fully consistent with optimizing client benefit or even long-
term MFI profitability.

3. Their policies and practices do not prevent client overindebtedness and
in some cases promote it.

4. Their high profits are largely due to temporary oligopolistic market dy-
namics, leaving them vulnerable to harsh criticism in the media and rap-
idly falling margins when competition picks up or government-imposed
ceilings are put in place.

5. They are losing the support of the media, policymakers, politicians, and
the general public—support that was essential to the growth of micro-
finance and that will be important to its continued viability.

Fundamentally, practitioners failed to anticipate how controversial it would
become when politicians and the media came to terms with the fact that micro-
finance was seen to be effectively usurping the role of the state in poverty re-
duction, and in doing so charging higher than market interest rates to vulnerable
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populations. In many countries, private-sector-led efforts to address poverty
are not widely accepted and in fact are greeted with skepticism, particularly if
data to back up the poverty-reduction effectiveness of the strategy are not read-
ily available.

Further aggravating this dynamic, a fewMFIs became so profitable that they
were able to conduct public offerings that (among other outcomes) enriched al-
ready-wealthy people and organizations without adequate consideration of the
repercussions in the court of public opinion. In India such repercussions were
quite harsh and led to widespread loss of support for microfinance in civil so-
ciety and a regulatory response at the federal and state levels that is still un-
folding but that will almost definitely be negative.3

Indeed, microfinance that was once widely praised as being a cutting-edge
“business solution to poverty” has been heavily criticized for the shortcomings
summarized previously, by politicians, the media, and others. Many of the cri-
tiques of microfinance—such as charging exorbitant interest rates and using co-
ercive recovery methods—have been exaggerated, but quite a few have some
basis in fact.

A central tenet of this chapter is that to regain the public trust and become
newly relevant to its clients, microfinance does not need a better public rela-
tions strategy as much as it needs to reinvent itself as a more flexible social in-
novation that leverages its human and physical infrastructure, and its
capabilities in terms of grassroots-level financing, to solve a growing number of
problems facing its clients, their localities, and the international community.
Sustainable value creation for poor people and the wider society, done within
certain ethical parameters embodied by the consumer protection movement
being spearheaded at the international level by the SMART campaign, will be
the only solid basis for microfinance having a bright future. There is a need to
go back to basics and reconnect with the philosophy of some of the earliest and
most ethical practitioners, such as ProfessorMuhammad Yunus of the Grameen
Bank and Ela Bhatt of SEWA.

This chapter further argues that there are two problems ripe for the micro-
finance industry to tackle in the context of addressing the perennial last-mile
problem (that is, delivering solutions from MFIs to the clients, especially rural
clients, at a low cost to both) that it is uniquely well positioned to solve: energy
poverty (and the related issue of climate change) and the lack of access to crit-
ical information that could improve the lives of the poor (with a special focus
on how it could help address the global food crisis by providing just-in-time in-
formation on agricultural best practices to smallholder farmers). These new, so-
cially motivated business lines can be done by MFIs directly, through specially
created sister organizations, and through alliances. It is an extension of the con-
cept of “microfinance as a platform,”4 and a variation on the theme of “credit
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with education” pioneered by Freedom From Hunger, Pro Mujer, Grameen
Bank (especially through its sister companies), BRAC, Fonkoze, and others that
have attempted to use microfinance client interactions as an opportunity to pro-
vide health education and in some cases treatment.

NEWTHINKING FOR A NEW ERA

In order to rise to the challenge of leveraging its human and physical infra-
structure and its client relationships, and to solve the last-mile problem and
thereby address global issues such as energy poverty, climate change, and the
global food crisis, microfinance is going to have to reevaluate some of its oper-
ating modalities. For example, one of the central tenets of many approaches to
microfinance can be captured in the phrase “Borrower knows best.” According
to this school of thought, MFIs and other development organizations are best
served by respecting and investing in the survival skills of clients by providing
capital to their self-chosen (but often peer-approved) microbusinesses.

Among other benefits, this approach avoids the high costs that have tradi-
tionally been incurred in designing and delivering business opportunities to the
poor and advising them on business operations. Furthermore, it inculcates
clients taking responsibility for business setbacks rather than blaming the lender.
Another assumed strength of this philosophy is avoiding the trappings of cen-
tral planning that attempts, for example, to limit the number of certain types of
businesses (to prevent market saturation) and the ability to incent businesses
that bring environmental, social, or economic benefits to the community. In this
paradigm, the client and her preferences are paramount—treated, if you will, as
an empowered CEO, restrained only by her solidarity group, which serves as her
“board of directors.”

The application of this philosophy in microfinance still has merit, but its
limitations are also becoming more apparent, especially in environments char-
acterized by increasing competition between microentrepreneurs (in more sat-
urated markets like Bangladesh or India), between MFIs, and between MFIs
and the formal financial sector. In those markets, growing numbers of borrow-
ers are struggling to repay relatively high-cost loans and manage liquidity after
investing in low-value-added businesses, and in some cases they are diverting
loan capital to consumption or paying off loans from other sources.

As pressure builds on loan officers to recover loans that were not invested
in profitable businesses, the issue of what constitutes ethical collection practices
grows in importance (and is rightly a pillar of the SMART campaign being
spearheaded by the Center for Financial Inclusion). The prevalence of businesses
that have neutral or negative implications for the socioeconomic development
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of the client and community, or for human health and environmental steward-
ship, becomes increasingly important as the collective footprint of an increas-
ing number of microenterprises grows. (Examples include cigarette manufacture
or trading, light manufacturing or food vending using inefficient energy sources
or high-polluting technologies, and selling unregulated and unproven pharma-
ceutical products, chemical fertilizers, and pesticides.) These issues are exacer-
bated by overpriced or nonexistent energy solutions that cause illness and
hamper educational attainment as well as business profitability—a subject cov-
ered later in this chapter.

In response to these trends, a new generation of livelihood development
strategies that work alongside microfinance has emerged, the most effective of
which avoid the pitfalls of earlier approaches while helping to ensure that fi-
nancial services end up facilitating the economic uplift of the client and the
wider community. MFIs providing these services effectively differentiate them-
selves from those using stripped-down or profit-focused models that are com-
ing to dominate many markets.

There are many promising livelihood strategies and institutional approaches
to rolling them out. A subset of livelihood strategies that effectively encourage
the poor to seek financing and invest loan capital into productive income-
generating activities is microfranchises, which are often referred to as “busi-
nesses in a box.”Microfranchises are considered promising poverty tools because
they address the inherent vulnerabilities that the poor face, by allowing them to
not only stabilize their incomes through engaging in a proven income-generating
model but also to develop the skills, confidence, and social networks that will
create lifelong livelihood potential. They also give the poor access to standard-
ized products and marketing methods, preventing the need to reinvent the wheel
in launching a new venture.

One of the most far-reaching organizational commitments to this strategy
is the Livelihood School of the BASIX group in India. Some exciting models in-
volve setting up microfinance clients (or other entrepreneurs of modest means)
to sell reading glasses (Vision Spring) and nonprescription drugs and other
health-promoting products (Living Goods and Health Keepers, a project of
Freedom From Hunger). Other models include selling renewable energy solu-
tions and adopting standardized and well-tested approaches to running general
stores (Hapinoy in the Philippines). In fact, the field has such potential that it
has spawned a major program focused on studying and advancing microfran-
chise at the Ballard Center, which focuses on economic self-reliance models and
is housed at the Marriott School at Brigham Young University.

The microfranchise phenomenon, and the wider issue of sustainable liveli-
hood promotion within the microfinance field, is growing. If scalable models
can be developed and brought to hundreds of thousands if not millions of
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microfinance clients, it will go a long way toward microfinance reinventing it-
self around the principle of creating value for the client and in the process help
rehabilitate its public image and support within civil society. This wider optic
is, however, beyond the scope of this chapter. However, later we explore how
technology-enabled microfranchises have tremendous potential to deliver just-
in-time information that the poor need to improve their conditions and also to
capture information about the poor that can improve government and private-
sector policies and decision.

One final area where new thinking is needed concerns the uses and repay-
ment terms of microloans. Traditionally, most microloans have been (at least ac-
cording to policy) restricted to productive (income-generating) uses. Repayment
schedules have been rather inflexible and geared toward the needs of outmoded
information systems and fraud prevention rather than client convenience. In
the future, the most successful MFIs will gear their credit products around the
knowledge that loans should not be limited to capitalizing businesses, but can
and should be used to reduce recurring expenditures (such as those made on in-
efficient lighting and cooking methods) and smooth consumption, which often
means staving off seasonal hunger, provided these borrowings are affordable
to the poor and do not get them in debt beyond what they can manage. Fur-
thermore, loan terms should be more flexible and built around borrower needs,
as has been done with the Grameen Generalized System (or “Grameen II”)5 and
by other client-centric MFIs around the world using similar models.

LOW-HANGING FRUIT IN SOLVINGTHE
LAST-MILE PROBLEM:ADDRESSING ENERGY POVERTY

AND BRINGING INFORMATIONTO EMPOWER
SMALLHOLDER FARMERS

Two of the great problems of our era are climate change and the global food cri-
sis, which not coincidentally reinforce each other. The poor are impacted dis-
proportionately by these issues that, over time, if left unaddressed, will harm all
of humanity and our shared ecosystem. However, through microfinance there
are exciting opportunities to address the symptoms and causes of these two
problems, in ways that benefit the poor, their communities, the microfinance in-
stitutions that serve them, and the international community. These strategies
involve microfinance using its unique capabilities to solve the last-mile problem
that has bedeviled earlier attempts to put known solutions to work. But before
exploring those solutions, it is important to briefly review these two problems.

A strong scientific consensus exists that emissions of carbon dioxide and
other gases, mainly from human activity, are slowly warming the planet and
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changing the climate in other respects. This process is projected to lead to
changes such as rising sea levels (and the wholesale destruction of many coastal
areas and some island nations), more intense storms, and loss of biodiversity.
Warming will affect the productivity of agriculture and fisheries, often for the
worse. Most of the impacts of these changes will be negative for human civi-
lization, especially for the poor, who have the most limited capabilities to adapt.6

The bulk of responsibility for this trend rests with the industrialized world,
which emits much more greenhouse gases than developing countries, and which
has been slow to respond by adopting cleaner energy use for production, con-
sumption, lighting, cooking, and agriculture, or by enforcing emissions levels
and other legislation that would directly address the problem. However, the de-
veloping world is increasingly contributing to climate change as growing num-
bers of people adopt lifestyles and consumption patterns comparable to
middle-class living standards in the industrialized world. Even if the industrial-
ized world rolls back its contribution to global warming, that achievement could
be overshadowed if not overwhelmed by increasing emissions from developing
nations.

In many respects, the world’s poor will suffer the most from climate change,
as it will disrupt their housing, businesses, employment opportunities, and abil-
ity to purchase food; limit their ability to engage in agriculture; and in the most
extreme cases, threaten their very survival. Efforts to help microfinance clients,
and poor people generally, prepare to mitigate climate change have been piece-
meal to nonexistent. Yet as Professor Asif Dowla has argued,7 MFIs can help
prepare clients for climate change by taking a variety of measures including
providing certain types of insurance and ensuring that houses built with MFI
loans take into account likely climatic changes.

However, they can domuchmore.Microfinance institutions can play an im-
portant role in converting current and future clients into users and resellers of
clean energy solutions. In so doing, they could help solve the related issue of en-
ergy poverty described in detail below. (In short, “energy poverty” refers to the
poor being saddled with unnecessary health and financial costs from using in-
efficient and dirty technologies to light and heat their homes, cook their food,
and run their businesses.) Bringing existing clean energy solutions to the poor
and (as necessary) financing their adoption of it, or helping the poor establish
businesses based on reselling clean energy products, can be a profitable and
high-impact line of business for MFIs and their clients. It could contribute to
each of the three bottom lines (financial, social, and environmental) that many
MFIs aspire to achieve. Yet despite some early successes, the potential is still
largely unrealized.

Another last-mile problem that microfinance can address is one related to
timely, actionable, relevant, and contextualized information reaching the poor.
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Volumes are written every year about discoveries related to how the poor can
improve their health status, educational achievement, business earnings, and
agricultural productivity. However, little of that information reaches the poor,
and when it does, it often fails to change their behavior. Microfinance has
tremendous potential to leverage its infrastructure and relationships to deliver
this information effectively and provide financing where necessary. At the same
time, field staff and clients have the capability to capture and aggregate infor-
mation about poverty trends and the needs of the poor required to improve de-
cisions of policymakers in government and the private sector.

One area that could benefit from better information flows is agriculture,
particularly as traditional approaches to agricultural extension have largely
failed to reach smallholder farmers. The lack of access to information on good
farming practices has been one of many contributing factors to the global food
crisis.

According to the UN Food and Agriculture Organization, the food price
index has skyrocketed from 98 in 2003 to 200 in 2008—sparking a widespread
increase in hunger and related riots—and, after falling in 2009 and 2010, shot
up to above 230 in January 2011. It remained above that benchmark for the
first quarter of the year. According to Marilyn Geewax of National Public
Radio, the food crisis has “one of the top concerns among economists, politi-
cal leaders and corporate executives” who gathered in Davos in early 2011.8 She
argued that several of the uprisings in the Middle East were prompted in part
by anxiety and hardship caused by rising food prices.

Like climate change, the food crisis is clearly a complex issue that no sin-
gle approach can solve. Desertification, urbanization, and the increasing diver-
sion of crops for use as biofuels are just three of many issues that must be
addressed. However, microfinance is in a unique position to solve client prob-
lems while at the same time addressing these global crises, even if only at the
margins. When approaching climate change, the concept of shared sacrifice is
a powerful one, but in many cases, enabling the poor to adopt clean energy
technologies benefits the poor and the environment.

For example, with crop yields well below their potential in much of the
developingworld, this chapter argues that microfinance loan officers and clients—
who number in the millions and span the rural developing world more exten-
sively than virtually any other human network—have the potential, especially
when equipped with affordable mobile devices that have special applications
built to deliver this information, to solve the last-mile problem and bring the in-
formation that farmers desperately need. This information dissemination func-
tion can be done as an income-generating part-time job or as a public service by
MFI staff and, under some circumstances, clients themselves. Microfinance
clients and staff can also collect and aggregate information about the needs of
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farmers and provide this to policymakers, international organizations, and busi-
nesses for a fee, which will enable better planning, decision making, and re-
source allocation. The potential of this concept when applied to agriculture
suggests what could be done in other areas such as health care, nutrition, com-
merce, and education.

FOCUS ON CLIMATE CHANGE
THROUGH COMBATING ENERGY POVERTY

Energy poverty is a significant barrier to improving the socioeconomic condi-
tions, productive potential, and health status of the poor. Practically speaking,
an energy-poor household is one that either (a) lacks access to lighting and cook-
ing fuel, or (b) has access to methods of lighting and cooking that are expensive,
dirty, and the cause of illness and premature death. This situation is unaccept-
able and unnecessary—and something that MFIs and organizations that mimic
their methods can address in the years ahead based on some early and impres-
sive successes (see Figure 5.1).

I recall touring rural Bangladesh in 1992 with a physician and asking him
about the most significant public health issue he saw among the poor. I was
surprised when he said, “Indoor air pollution.” In fact, indoor air pollution
from cooking using biomass in inefficient stoves without chimneys—which is
the norm for much of the world’s poor—causes an estimated 1.4 million pre-
mature deaths every year, more than the toll frommalaria and tuberculosis com-
bined.9 (These figures do not even include the impact of pollution created by
burning biomass for household heating.) By 2030 it is projected to exceed the
number of deaths from HIV/AIDS. According to the U.S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA), regularly inhaling the carcinogens emitted from biomass
stoves is equivalent to smoking 20 packs of cigarettes a day.10 These health risks
are mostly felt by women and children due to the fact that they spend signifi-
cant amounts of time cooking, completing household chores, and studying
indoors.

In addition to being harmful to humans and the environment, kerosene
and biomass fuels are often very costly. It has been estimated that global ex-
penditure on kerosene alone is $10 billion to $40 billion per year. To put this
in context, according to the OECD, bilateral development assistance from all
donor nations was about $55 billion in 2008.11 The roughly 300 million to
400 million households or 1.6 billion poor users of kerosene often spend 15%
to 25% of their incomes on it.12 About 1.7 billion poor people have no access
to electricity, which translates to an approximate market gap of $195 billion.13

The UK Department for International Development (DFID) estimates that light



Figure 5.1 Energy Markets in Developing Countries
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generated from a kerosene lamp costs 70 times more than the equivalent light
from grid electricity, while light from a candle costs 150 times more. These star-
tling facts have prompted several organizations to declare a war on kerosene as
part of an effort to convert the world’s poor to cheaper and cleaner sources of
lighting.

Clearly, the out-of-pocket costs of using biomass for cooking are significant
for poor households, but the opportunity costs are also substantial. Women in
many societies spend a majority of their time gathering firewood for cooking
over inefficient stoves while they could be doing something economically pro-
ductive with their time. Deforestation is another related problem caused by cur-
rent energy consumption patterns. Finally, lack of access to reliable electricity
leads to reduced academic achievement14 and economic activity among the poor
due to the inability to study, trade, and produce at night.

A report by the SEEP Network frames the problem and opportunity well.
“Existing energy expenditures by poor people on inefficient and low-quality
energy sources are surprisingly high, both in terms of cost and time. Many poor
people spend an inordinate amount of time foraging for traditional cooking

194 NEW PATHWAYS OUT OF POVERTY
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fuels. . . . Most estimates suggest that families in rural areas of developing coun-
tries spend on average $10 per month on poor quality energy services.”15 This
represents 20% to 25% of their household incomes, which, the report con-
cludes, “underscores that ability of energy consumers, even if poor, to pay for
modern energy services.” As we shall see, one of the key constraints to turning
this willingness to pay into actually converting to cleaner and more efficient
products is the ability to get financing for energy solutions, some of which have
high upfront costs.

In addition to their negative health and financial impacts on the poor, kero-
sene and biomass lighting and cooking methods are accelerating the climate-
change trend. For example, lanterns using kerosene release 200 million tons of
carbon dioxide annually, double the amount of emissions from all sources in the
state of California.16 Fortunately, cleaner and cheaper alternatives exist—though
the last-mile problem has so far stymied their widespread adoption.

Conversion to existing (and rapidly improving) technologies could allow the
poor to consume more electricity and cooking fuel while reducing their collec-
tive environmental footprint and, in particular, their contributions to climate
change. These products include solar home systems, micro-utilities17 based on re-
newable or clean energy, biogas plants (which create organic fertilizer as a
byproduct), improved cooking stoves, solar lanterns, easy-to-install insulation
to improve household heat retention, and solar charging solutions for cell
phones. In many cases, the cost of adopting and using these technologies is com-
parable to, or even less than, the dirty, inefficient, and unhealthful technologies
that the poor use today. Adoption of these solutions by microfinance clients
(whether for business or residential use) could allow them to invest more in the
productive capabilities of their businesses and their families. Reduced health ex-
penditures due to use of cleaner technologies would free up additional resources.
Furthermore, producing, selling, installing, and repairing these solutions could
in fact be a robust income-generating activity for thousands if not millions of
the world’s poor, including microfinance clients and their family members.

There are clearly some enticing opportunities for generating social and fi-
nancial profit, helping the poor, empowering microfinance, and slowing climate
change if MFIs or other development organizations were to invest in offering
such solutions on a much larger basis. For instance, there is a massive market
opportunity represented by the fact that an estimated one-third of global micro-
finance clients are dependent on kerosene for lighting, spending about $1 bil-
lion per year on this inefficient, unsafe, dirty, and unhealthful source that
contributes to global warming.18 Solar lanterns, which can be sold either by
MFIs or by the entrepreneurs that MFIs finance, can reduce these emissions to
zero while saving poor families at least $20 per year for every traditional lantern
they replace with a solar lantern. If one assumes that the typical microfinance
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client family uses 1.5 traditional lanterns, conversion to solar lanterns could
save them more than $1.5 billion annually that could be invested in micro-
businesses or addressing various human development needs.

Fundamentally, there is a problem of marketing, financing and distribu-
tion—taking proven and affordable solutions the last mile to clients who could
benefit from them. Fortunately, the problem has been solved in a growing num-
ber of countries. In the case of Grameen Shakti it has been done on an un-
precedented scale, but progress is being made in countries as diverse as Kenya,
Mongolia, Argentina, and India.

One obvious strategy has been for MFIs to provide their clients with infor-
mation about clean energy options and then finance adoption of them. This ap-
proach has proven powerful, but on a small scale to date. Even with end user
finance, some clean and renewable energy solutions are unaffordable to the
poor, given that they cost $150 to $1,000.19 In response, a growing number of
MFIs are looking for other ways to bolster earnings and impact by promoting
clean energy. Some progressive MFIs are identifying and lending to a wave of
energy entrepreneurs as part of their small and medium enterprise (SME) port-
folios. This approach has great potential to spread these technologies and cre-
ate sustainable revenue streams for theMFIs along with the entrepreneurs, while
also addressing the need and opportunity to facilitate higher-value-added liveli-
hood opportunities for microfinance clients. Indeed, we are seeing the potential
of providing finance to energy microentrepreneurs in the range of $50 to $500
to enable them to market lighting products, mainly 1W–10W solar kits (usually
lamps with mobile phone charging capability) that retail for $10 to $150. An-
other approach used by some MFIs is to bundle clean or renewable energy so-
lutions as part of larger loans to establish or expand micro, small, and medium
enterprises or as part of community infrastructure loans20 and housing loans.21

These efforts have begun modestly. To date, only 500,000 microfinance
clients have received loans for energy solutions, barely 0.3% of global micro-
finance clients, despite massive need and opportunity, and growing demand.22

In places like India, many MFIs have stripped down their offerings to the bare
essentials—that is, only providing working capital loans maturing in one year.
In this environment, making energy loans and providing access to quality prod-
ucts through partnerships with energy companies can be a powerful way for
an MFI to distinguish itself in an increasingly crowded marketplace. Further-
more, the opportunity for MFIs to finance the acquisition of clean, efficient, or
renewable energy by the poor represents an opportunity to increase significantly
their loan portfolios while lending for productive or expense-savings purposes.

To put this in perspective, the supply-demand market gap for energy is esti-
mated to be $195 billion.23 This amount represents a sum more than triple the
aggregate loan portfolios of all the world’s MFIs. In the case of energy lending,
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there is a special incentive in place that can be tapped: the carbon credits avail-
able globally that can allow MFIs to effectively subsidize their lending costs if
they can document decreased carbon emissions. Grameen Shakti and XAC
Bank in Mongolia have both already demonstrated that this is a viable way to
reduce costs for end users. (XAC Bank was able to do this with assistance from
the Seattle-based organization MicroEnergy Credits, which has provided im-
portant leadership in enabling the poor and organizations that they serve to
benefit from carbon offsets.)

Within this broad category there are many tantalizing possibilities. In Haiti,
for example, the potential for converting food vendors from charcoal to liquid
propane gas is tremendous. Beyond the positive environmental impact, food
vendors could save an estimated $300 to $410 annually from this conversion,
according to the US Agency for International Development (USAID).24 This sav-
ings would represent a significant part of their income in a country where most
of the population earns less than $2 per day per capita. There are an estimated
10,000 to 12,000 food vendors in Port-au-Prince alone, many of them poor
people who are, or could be, microfinance clients. Facilitating and financing
these conversions could be a high-impact and profitable business line for MFIs.
Fonkoze, the leading MFI of Haiti, is beginning to get involved in energy lend-
ing25 and could provide important leadership to these kinds of efforts.

Clearly, there is an opportunity to increase this amount and bring value to
microfinance clients and the wider community in the process. Before we turn to
some promising early successes among microfinance institutions and related so-
cial enterprises, we are going to briefly survey some advances in the develop-
ment and marketing of clean energy solutions that make this vision more
achievable than ever before.

EmergingTechnologies and Distribution Strategies

By way of background, the technology needed to install solar home systems, im-
proved cookstoves, and small biogas plants has existed for decades. The chal-
lenge and opportunity have been to meet the organizational challenges inherent
in delivering, financing, and servicing these products for the poor and middle
class in the rural areas of developing countries. As noted previously, this repre-
sents an important opportunity for microfinance institutions and their sister
companies and partners—one to which Grameen Shakti and a new generation
of energy-savvy MFIs are rising. This is especially true since there is a new gen-
eration of affordable clean products coming on the market, products that could
represent a new and more vibrant business opportunity for MFIs and their
clients. In particular, low-cost solar lanterns that can also charge mobile phones
present an important opportunity for MFIs to become more relevant to the



needs of the poor and the global fight against climate change. However, if MFIs
fail to meet this challenge, energy companies and other financial institutions
will figure out a way to do this, even though they do not enjoy many of the
comparative advantages MFIs have.

So-called solar kits that include lanterns and cell phone charging capabili-
ties are a promising innovation with potential to wean the world’s poor off of
kerosene for lighting and ensure that people get the most value out of their mo-
bile phones. For highly affordable lanterns such as d.light’s Kiran, the upfront
cost is $10 and the running cost is $3 per year, compared to a $3 upfront cost
for a kerosene lantern and at least a $21 annual running cost. Thus, these so-
lutions can pay for themselves in four to six months and generate at least $18
in savings per unit after the first year. Companies such as Barefoot Power,
Greenlight Planet, and ToughStuff have similar products.

According to the UN Development Programme (UNDP), bright, reliable
light extends the workday and increases productivity, which can increase
monthly income by 15% to 30%, and more than doubles the time that students
can study in the evenings. (One suspects it also reduces visual impairment from
students trying to read using dim kerosene light.) Finally, for every kerosene
lantern replaced, we prevent one-half to one ton of carbon dioxide from being
emitted into the atmosphere.26

Turning the productive potential of solar kits into reality requires develop-
ing production, distribution, financing, and maintenance processes that can
scale. Take the example of Barefoot Power, a “pro-poor energy company” based
in Australia. It has been focused on selling solar lamps and charging solutions
on a global basis, though half of its worldwide sales of 200,000 units as of early
2011 have been in Uganda and Kenya. These solutions include solar kits that
typically retail for $10 to $120 and include one or more lanterns that provide
five to 20 times the light of a kerosene lamp and the ability to charge the user’s
cell phones (or those of neighbors for a fee).27

It took six years for this pathbreaking organization to reach 1 million peo-
ple (assuming five-member families), and Barefoot projects reaching the next
million within 12 months. They are primarily serving the base of the pyramid,
with 80% of its sales being in 0.5W–1.5W systems (the most affordable that it
sells), though they have higher-end options that generate up to 15W.

Barefoot Power sees great potential in partnering with microfinance, for fi-
nancing entrepreneurs to sell low-end solar kits and for financing the end users
of solar home systems (SHSs). According to CEO Stewart Craine,

We have partnered with Oikocredit to help deliver microenergy busi-
nesses to many countries around the world. We are partnering with
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MFIs to bring our solutions to market, both via end-client loans for
some home lighting kits ($50–$200) but also for micro-user retailer
business loans for selling lower-cost products ($10–$20) for cash. The
latter has provenmost exciting, as one of our best entrepreneurs reached
700 households with his loan-financed energy business in just two
months, benefitting more than 3,000 people and earning him about
$1,500 in a short period of time.

Because we’re selling for cash without end-consumer finance, the
role for MFIs drifts upstream to the retailer. This is actually a better
spot for MFIs to engage in, as they don’t need to worry about per-
formance of the product for the one-year loan, just provide working
capital to the retailer. If a retailer sells one lamp per day, they can reach
200 to 300 households in a year, several complete nearby villages, and
similar outreach as a microfinance loan officer. If this retailer could then
be offered credit to extend to these households, you could have anMFI
100% focused on energy. In the EU/USA/Australia, about 0.3% of the
workforce is employed by the energy industry—about one person per
300 people, or per 60 households. We could easily do the same, to lend
energy assets to one person per village, who then on-sells or on-lends
those products to everyone in the village. Large 50–200W ($500–
$2,000) solar charging stations can be one way to help make this hap-
pen in a more structured way, which would pay back in one year, and
be large enough to attract even the most corporate MFIs.28

Greenlight Planet, a US-based energy company pioneering a unique distri-
bution platform, has been selling solar lamps since early 2009. Since then, it
has served three states in India—Bihar, Karnataka, and Orissa—and in late 2009
expanded its business to Africa and Southeast Asia. Its energy solution is the Sun
King lamp, a handheld solar light that retails for about $20. The lamp includes
a lithium-ion battery that extends the life of these lamps, which can last for up
to three years. To date, Greenlight Planet has sold approximately 100,000 lamps
worldwide.

Initially, Greenlight Planet saw itself as an innovator and design company.
But as it contemplated the challenge of effectively distributing its product,
Greenlight Planet saw an opportunity to go further. With millions of good ideas
to help the poor, unless solutions can get to the poor in a cost-effective way, to
travel the proverbial last mile, ideas’ potential will remain unfulfilled. Greenlight
Planet decided to work on creating distribution channels that could bring its
socially relevant goods to the poor. It designed a clean energy source to meet the
needs of rural off-grid communities in India that met three criteria:
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1. Durability: The product had to withstand the weather and lifestyle ele-
ments of rural families.

2. Cost effectiveness: The product must serve a price-sensitive consumer in
the near and long term.

3. Versatility: The product must be able to provide light in the variety of
ways an off-grid family requires.

In India, product distribution channels did not exist, so Greenlight Planet cre-
ated their own direct-to-village network of sales agents, known as Saathis, who
go from house to house selling the lamps. The Saathis are typically well-known
people in their communities who, as locally known and credible individuals,
can ideally overcome the barriers of trust that make introducing a new product
quite difficult in remote areas. Today Greenlight Planet has empowered about
500 Saathis in India. The Saathis earn commissions on each lantern they sell. As
a result, Greenlight Planet estimates that the Saathis have increased their in-
comes on average 25%–35% and, for some, upward of 40%–100%, depend-
ing on the number of lamps they sell. The Saathis receive product education
and sales training, giving them the marketing tools to create awareness about
the products and build up clientele. As the Indian microfinance sector recovers
from its recent crises, empowering clients to serve as Saathis in collaboration
with Greenlight Planet, or independently, presents a compelling business and
mission advancement opportunity.

Indeed, like Barefoot Power, Greenlight Planet sees the benefit of partner-
ing with microfinance institutions, particularly in Africa where many clients
find the Sun King cost prohibitive without financing. In Karnataka, India,
Greenlight Planet has worked in collaboration with local self-help groups to
spread the word about their products. In Kenya, Greenlight Planet is also work-
ing with MFIs that want to offer loans to their borrowers for the Sun King.

* * *

As the price of technologies aimed at addressing energy poverty and reducing
the contributions of the poor to climate change comes down, the microfinance
industry is beginning to rise to the challenge of making these solutions available
and affordable for their clients and also creating related business opportunities.
The poor and the middle class in developing countries clearly want these tech-
nologies and are able to pay for most of them. Producers are coming up with
increasingly affordable products. AndMFIs are in a strong position to solve the
last-mile problem and bring it all together to advance multiple bottom lines.
This chapter now turns to profiling some of the most successful efforts to date.
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Grameen Shakti (Bangladesh)

The link between renewable energy products for the poor, responsive financing
mechanisms, and the benefits to the livelihoods of the poor can be seen most
clearly in the case of Grameen Shakti (Bengali for “Rural Energy,” hereafter re-
ferred to as GS). What this case shows is how end-user finance combined with
effective marketing, sales, and maintenance can lead to a breakthrough in the
adoption of clean and renewable energy solutions by the poor and the middle
class in the rural areas of a populous, energy-deprived country. Grameen Shakti
does not arrange finance from its sister organization Grameen Bank (as many
people assume). Rather, it adapted the lessons of Grameen Bank’s decades of
provision of microfinance and developed its own in-house financing approach
and mechanism.

By way of background, GS was established in 1996 and today supplies re-
newable energy technology to more than 40,000 energy-impoverished villages
in rural Bangladesh (out of an estimated 70,000). The road to this achievement
was neither rapid nor smooth. Years of trial and error, and internalizing the re-
sulting lessons, were leveraged by a leadership team composed of Grameen
Bank staff on deputation (or who had retired) and engineers who were recruited
from some of the county’s leading universities. This multidisciplinary team is
strongly aligned with the Grameen philosophy of facilitating self-help through
businesslike approaches.

I recall being in a Grameen Bank branch in Tangail district around 1993,
and looking out the window into a small, fenced-in grassy area behind the mod-
est, two-story building. A large solar panel lay there, apparently unused for
months if not years—presumably an artifact of a failed experiment. One over-
arching lesson is that for rural energy companies that seek to bring clean and
renewable solutions to the poor and those in remote regions, and toMFIs seek-
ing to open up a line of business in energy financing, patience and the long-
term commitment of management is critical. Lessons can be drawn from the
successes of organizations like Grameen Shakti to help compress the innovation
cycle of those starting this kind of activity now. However, the needs of poten-
tial end users and of the institutions that can provide solutions are often idio-
syncratic and require customization and refinement before they can be scaled.
Certainly Grameen Shakti has some unique advantages that will not apply to
many others seeking to make investments in this space. These include operat-
ing in densely populated rural areas and being able to take advantage of its re-
lationship with Grameen Bank, which has face-to-face interactions with its 8
million clients every seven days, as a marketing partner.

Indeed, Grameen Bank plays an important role in helping GS educate po-
tential clients about its products. Its most affordable offering, the Improved
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Cooking Stove (ICS), is popular among Grameen Bank clients. Grameen Shakti
quickly discovered that demonstrating the usability and benefits of ICS to po-
tential users was essential. Grameen Bank, through its weekly “center meet-
ings” that are attended by more than 8 million clients, provides GS staff
opportunities to educate the rural population about the benefits of switching to
clean, efficient and, most important, money-saving products in its portfolio.
After the section on GS, we will discuss additional models that have worked in
areas with lower population density.

To understand the success and impact of GS, it is important to comprehend
the extent of energy poverty in Bangladesh. Rural electrification is spotty, and
power outages common. Despite progress in recent years, fewer than 40% of
Bangladesh’s 162 million people have access to grid electricity, and most of them
live in urban centers.29 Those living in rural areas and even some in the cities live
without reliable electricity or any electricity at all. Fewer than 3% of Bangla-
deshis have access to natural gas for cooking, leaving the rest of the population
to depend on biomass fuels, such as animal dung or wood, as the primary en-
ergy source in their stoves.30 (The diversion of animal waste for use as cooking
fuel reduces the amount that can be used as natural fertilizer, thereby decreas-
ing the fertility of the land, or increasing farmer’s reliance on chemical fertiliz-
ers, which are often expensive or require massive government subsidies.)

This resource constraint has occurred at a time of increasing energy de-
mand. Over the last decade, Bangladesh has experienced an 8% increase in de-
mand for energy per year.31 To put this number in context, the US Department
of Energy’s Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimates that demand
for energy in the US will increase by just 1.5 percent through the next few dec-
ades.32 While the Bangladeshi government sees the need to create sustainable
and efficient energy products for its people, it will take some time to meet the
ever-increasing demand. Meanwhile, Bangladesh cannot grow without energy.
This huge and growing gap between supply and demand sets the stage for
Grameen Shakti’s establishment and success.

With little or no access to energy, poor rural Bangladeshis turn to a variety
of sources to meet their energy needs. As outlined previously, many of the meth-
ods the rural poor rely on are hazardous to their health and to the environment.
Those who do not have access to natural gas or grid electricity must rely on en-
vironmentally unfriendly and risky methods of cooking and lighting. Kerosene,
a common source of lighting in rural Bangladeshi homes, emits carcinogens, car-
bonmonoxide, and carbon dioxide. These chemicals, especially carbon dioxide,
are extremely harmful to the environment and contribute to climate change.33 “In
Bangladesh, where rural lifestyle dominates, indoor air pollution due to cooking
is one of the most significant threats to human health and largest contributor of
the global warming phenomenon,” according to Mahabubul Islam.34
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As we have seen, the rural poor in Bangladesh have little or no gas for cook-
ing and no electricity for powering lights, fans, televisions, or radios. Without
access to modern energy products, it is more difficult for the poor to overcome
poverty. “The poor must make do with solid fuels and inefficient stoves, and
many are trapped in this situation: the health and economic consequences con-
tribute to keeping them in poverty, and their poverty stands as a barrier to
change,” according to Islam. This desire for change fuels the demand for energy
among Grameen Shakti clients and underscores the importance of the organi-
zation’s achievement in meeting that demand.

In 1995 Grameen Shakti began helping the poor break out of this energy
trap. With startup capital from Rockefeller Brothers Fund and technical assis-
tance by Sri Lanka–based Solar Power Light Company and Nepal-based Lotus
Energy, Grameen Shakti installed its first 20 solar home systems. They grew
slowly over time, seeing only small increments of additional demand until the
early 2000s, when things began to take off. By late 2010 Grameen Shakti had
a total of 1,159 offices throughout Bangladesh. It employs 8,975 people, many
of whom are young adults gaining skills and employment in emerging energy
technologies. As of January 31, 2011, Grameen Shakti had reached the fol-
lowing milestones:

• Solar home systems installed: 539,504 (including 184,933 in 2010 alone).

• Improved cooking stoves installed: 214,125 (including 126,549 in 2010
alone).

• Biogas plants installed: 15,543 (including 5,127 in 2010 alone).

We now briefly review the products that GS deploys and how they are
approached.

Solar Home Systems (SHSs)
For the first decade of its existence, Grameen Shakti offered only SHSs. The
typical solar home system is a 12V standalone panel of a photovoltaic (PV)
module, a battery, a charge controller, fluorescent lights, and wiring along with
outlet fixtures for installation. These solar panels can be used to bring light into
homes, stores, and factories. They provide electricity to charge cell phones and
power televisions, radios, and computers. Moreover, the cost savings from
switching from kerosene lamps to the SHS is significant for the end user. For ex-
ample, a kerosene lamp costs a typical user approximately $7 a month. With a
20W SHS, this same user pays only $5.30 a month for the duration of the loan
(three years) and then pays little if anything for light after that. In addition to
monthly energy expenditure savings, the SHS allows this same typical user to
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work at night, either in the home or at a business (which is often in the same
structure), at a lower cost than was possible with a kerosene lantern. This ca-
pability increases their output and thus their monthly income. From an envi-
ronmental perspective, GS estimates that one SHS saves approximately 108
liters of kerosene annually. With more than half a million SHSs throughout
Bangladesh, that’s almost 55 million liters of kerosene saved every 12 months.

Adapting the learnings of its sister company Grameen Bank, Grameen
Shakti developed its own financing methodology for SHSs that is client-centered
and, above all, affordable. This financing reduces the relatively high upfront
cost and spreads payments over a period that does not overburden its clients,
who are generally among the rural middle class, though a small number are
poor or microfinance clients. Three options are available to those purchasing
SHSs:

1. The client pays 15% up front and pays the remaining 85% over 36
months with a 6% (flat rate) service charge.

2. The client pays 25% up front and pays the remaining 75% over 24
months with a 4% (flat rate) service charge.

3. The client pays the total cost of the SHS up front and receives a 4%
discount.

The capabilities and costs of SHSs range from those producing 20W and cost-
ing $150–$200 to 130W systems costing $800–$900.

As noted previously, by the end of 2010 Grameen Shakti had sold 539,504
SHSs with more than 20,000 additional installations each month.

In an effort to bring solar energy to more low-income people, Grameen
Shakti has developed smaller SHSs that cost 66% less than the most popular
models. As of November 2010 GS has sold over 32,500 small SHSs. GS has
also developed a so-called micro-utility model, where a wealthier individual
rents out use of their SHS to less well off neighbors.

Biogas Plants
In 2005 GS began offering to build biogas plants for rural people and organi-
zations on contract. Twenty-one branches located throughout Bangladesh pro-
duce biogas plants exclusively, of which 15 are already financially sustainable.
From a climate change perspective this is a particularly important achievement,
since biogas systems prevent four to five tons of carbon dioxide emissions per
unit, per year, according to Arc Finance—the highest of all the clean technolo-
gies being used in developing countries today at the household or small business
level.
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Essentially, the “plant” is a container placed in the ground into which ani-
mal waste is deposited. As the waste decomposes, it emits gas that can be piped
into household cooking stoves. The byproduct is slurry that can be used as a
natural fertilizer. GS estimates that Bangladesh has the potential to develop 4
million biogas plants, and it has a five-year action plan to meet this demand.

The cost for installation of a biogas plant is $200–$400. The financing op-
tions offered by GS are as follows:

1. The client pays 15% up front and pays the remaining 85% over a term
of 24 months with a 6% (flat rate) service charge.

2. The client pays the total cost of the plant and builds it under the super-
vision of Grameen Shakti engineers. In this case, the technical and su-
pervision fee is split into two installments, 50% prior to installation and
50% upon completion of the plant.

The clientele for this product tends to be better off than those using SHSs,
as the cost is higher and the owner needs access to sufficient animal waste
(mostly cow dung) to generate sufficient gas for cooking. GS does not build
biogas plants before a sale is made; rather, they respond to market demand for
these more expensive items. Biogas plants are designed and constructed after
consulting with clients. As with its other products, GS offers free monthly main-
tenance visits by its engineers for three years. If maintenance is required after this
point, GS offers customer service for about $10 annually.

GS’s client base is broader than its sister organization Grameen Bank. Two
of its most popular products—SHSs and biogas plants—are too expensive for
the very poor. GS has found success marketing these products to a somewhat
wealthier demographic. Many of GS’s clients are middle-income Bangladeshis
or businesses looking for ways to cut costs. Large-scale farmers see the benefits
of the biogas plants, and sales, as seen previously, are rising. This is certainly a
lesson learned, and only time and further innovation will make these products
more accessible and affordable to the poor.

Improved Cooking Stoves
In 2006 GS added a third product to its offerings, improved cooking stoves
(ICS). These stoves are emerging as the most popular item among GS’s products,
both due to the low price and the obvious financial and health benefits. Indoor
air pollution, as noted previously, is extremely hazardous. A well-sealed chim-
ney forcing smoke out of the house can save lives and reduce household costs,
decreasing by 50% to 60% the amount spent on buying firewood. Built with
cement, brick chips, and other locally available materials, the stoves are durable,



solid, and efficient. The stoves come in two sizes and are assembled by GS tech-
nicians outside each branch using locally made and readily available material.
This allows passers-by to view the products, speak with the technicians, and
learn about other GS products. In fact, my colleague, Nurul Alam, on a visit
home to his native Bangladesh, purchased an ICS for his family home in
Bangladesh after seeing them assembled outside a branch on his way home. GS
technicians install the ICS in each client home, ensuring that its utility is maxi-
mized. As with the other products, free home visits and technical support for a
defined period of time are available after purchase, and technicians educate
their customers on maintenance and repair.

The average price for an ICS is roughly $13, which a Grameen Shakti client
pays in two installments, one before and one after construction of the stove.
Due to the efficiency gains compared to traditional stoves, the fuel cost savings
are significant. Grameen Shakti estimates that users typically save $3.50 to $7
per month on energy costs, a substantial savings for a typical rural Bangladeshi
family making $50 per month.

Today, 200 Grameen Shakti branches employ technicians who build ICSs.
While it was important for GS to become economically sustainable, the ICS
didn’t help it meet this goal. In fact, GS basically breaks even on ICSs. The ICS
costs about $13 to manufacture and install, and it is sold for roughly the same
amount. But the ICS is an important and popular tool for indoor air pollution
mitigation. Not only that, the ICS meets the needs of all its customers, regard-
less of income level, and can start a family on a journey of adopting additional
energy-saving appliances and tools over time.

Improved cooking stoves rank just behind biogas systems in terms of the
amount of carbon dioxide emissions they prevent: four tons per system, per
year. Based on these estimates of reduced emissions, by the end of 2010
Grameen Shakti’s installed user base was preventing 1.4 million metric tons of
carbon dioxide emissions every year, a total that was likely to double by mid-
2012. Interestingly, 61% of this is through Improved Cooking Stoves, the prod-
uct that is most affordable for the poor. Based on the per capita emission
statistics available in the “World Development Indicators” report published by
the World Bank, GS’s annual reduction equals the emissions of 74,000 Ameri-
cans or 280,000 Chinese.

Essential Success Factors of Grameen Shakti
Since Grameen Shakti has been a world leader in bringing affordable, clean en-
ergy solutions to the rural population, we should reflect on the lessons learned
to date and contemplate how to apply them widely. The success factors can be
summarized as having six key elements:
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1. Developing appropriate, affordable, and acceptable financing methods
whose costs are lowered by drawing resources from the carbon trading
market internationally.

2. Building community awareness through social activities and educational
programs and leveraging the communications potential of its sister or-
ganization, Grameen Bank.

3. Providing excellent customer service.

4. Training local youth as tech support.

5. Linking the technology to income-generating activities.

6. Focusing on women.

Each of these factors is discussed briefly in the following section.

Client-centric financing methods drawing on international resource pools.
Grameen Shakti’s financing mechanism was not built around Grameen Bank’s
loan terms for its mainstream clients, but rather around what was workable for
its own consumers of clean energy products. It turned out that it was important
to give people multiple options.

One way that GS has kept its financing costs reasonable has been to draw re-
sources from the global carbon exchange market that to date has mainly bene-
fitted big business. In 2008 GS and a JPMorgan Chase subsidiary, Climate Care,
began a relationship focused on buying and selling carbon credits. Climate Care,
a leader in carbon market reduction projects, focuses on sustainable “bottom of
the pyramid”markets. In fact, Climate Care wrote the playbook for carbonmar-
ket offsets and improved cooking stoves that is used globally today. Climate Care
provides upfront financing to GS for the production of its ICS. According to its
president, Edward Hanrahan, Climate Care essentially buys the pollution that
didn’t happen. The resources mobilized under this arrangement have benefitted
GS and its clients and hopefully will do so even more in the future.
Building community awareness. Grameen Shakti builds social capital and

goodwill by going into the community to demonstrate how user-friendly its en-
ergy products can be. GS found that the poor aremore likely to try something new
when they can see its functionality. Bymeeting with community leaders and local
teachers, Grameen Shakti employees gain their trust. Grameen Shakti employees
go door to door, distribute information about their products, and participate in
community events to raise awareness and explain the benefits of their products.

Grameen Shakti organizes special programs for schoolchildren to expose
them to renewable energy technologies, particularly since children’s education
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and health are affected by inefficient energy products, like kerosene lamps or
woodstoves. GS has already reached 5,000 children through these programs,
which last an entire day and provide children with handouts and videos on the
impact of renewable energy technologies. Additionally, children are taken on
field trips to visit homes with SHSs, biogas plants, and ICSs.
Providing effective customer service. As with most appliances and technol-

ogy, the energy products GS sells need maintenance and upkeep. To ensure that
this does not become a stumbling block as it has for many clean energy initia-
tives around the world, all of Grameen Shakti’s products come with free after-
sales service for one to three years, depending on the product. Clients receive
monthly maintenance visits from Grameen Shakti engineers and are trained on
how to repair their systems themselves. Once the free service term expires,
clients can purchase technical assistance on a yearly basis for $4–$10 a year,
depending on the product. In addition, GS buys back SHSs if grid electricity
becomes available and a client wants to switch; this option encourages many
clients to purchase SHSs even in an uncertain environment. Clearly, the main-
tenance quality provided by GS is a critical factor in its success and distinguishes
it from many other efforts globally that have bogged down and not scaled up
beyond the pilot phase due to issues related to providing effective after-sales
service to customers.
Training youth. Each month, GS trains and employs 300 to 400 local youth,

ages 18 to 30, as technicians for the ICS and SHSs. To date, GS has trained
more than 8,000 youth as social engineers. These young people are instructed
on building cooking stoves and repairing SHSs. This education gives them trans-
ferable skills that they can use for a lifetime. The youth enable GS to provide
services throughout Bangladesh, bringing quality services to their most popu-
lar energy-efficient items.
Linking technology and income-generating activities. Through its micro-

utility initiative, GS encourages entrepreneurship and income-generating activ-
ities through use of its products. Selling an SHS to a community member who
can sell low-cost, renewable electricity to his or her neighbors is a viable way
to bolster monthly income andmake the purchase of an SHS affordable. GS also
contributes to the local manufacturing value chain by purchasing as many lo-
cally made components as possible. While this still mostly applies to the ICS, as
the SHSs are made in Japan or Germany, GS is looking toward the day when
each part of its products can be made in Bangladesh.
Empowering women.Women and children are the main victims of energy

poverty and inefficient energy sources. GS makes them a key part of its opera-
tions on many levels. More than 3,000 rural women have already been trained
as technicians and entrepreneurs. GS has 46 Grameen Technology Centers
(GTCs) where women receive training and education on how to repair and
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maintain components of the SHSs. Women learn how to assemble accessories,
such as cell phone chargers, and to install and provide after-sale technical sup-
port for both SHSs and ICSs. These women earn about $100 per month, which
is significant in the context of the rural labor market in Bangladesh today.More-
over, these skills enhance a woman’s value to her household and her community
and offer the promise of future employment.

Other Success Models: The Case of Faulu Kenya

Another successful case of bringing clean energy information, products, and fi-
nancing to the poor is that of Faulu Kenya. By way of background, Kenya has
a long way to go in addressing energy poverty. According to the important SEEP
paper “Using Microfinance to Expand Access to Energy Services,” “Less than
15% of Kenya’s total population has access to electricity and in the rural areas,
five percent are connected to the grid.” Traditional biomass is the source of
95% of the rural population’s energy needs. “In addition to contributing to
widespread loss of forests,” the report notes, “reliance on inefficient biomass
sources has detrimental impacts on health, gender roles, and income poverty in
Kenya.”35

A leader in bringing energy lending to rural Africa has been Faulu Kenya,
one of the most respected MFIs in East Africa with more than 300,000 clients
and full national coverage. It is a deposit-taking micro-finance company, regis-
tered under theMicro-Finance Act, and it offers both savings and credit services.
Faulu Kenya has grown impressively over the last 16 years, with more than 90
outlets throughout Kenya. Through its sister company Faulu Advisory Services
(FAS), Faulu Kenya formulates strategy and responds to new opportunities to
improve the lives of a growing number of poor people, and catalyzes the growth
of micro, small, and medium enterprises. FAS has driven the energy lending
business within the Faulu group of companies.

Faulu’s work in the energy arena dates back to 2003, when they began pro-
viding financing for liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) in amounts averaging $90
(but with no upper limit) and carrying an interest rate of 10% (flat). One of the
reasons this was established was “to prevent the diversion of business loans to
the purchase of energy equipment.”36 LPG systems, which include a gas cylin-
der, a regulator, a burner, and sometimes a lantern, can serve as a source of
clean-burning cooking fuel but also can be used for lighting, refrigeration, and
powering electric generators and small engines, according to SEEP. Faulu Kenya
also started providing loans of $140 to $380 for solar solutions at a 20% flat
interest rate in 2003. Both LPG and solar loans are repayable over roughly one
year. Faulu Kenya works in partnership with five energy providers for LPG
(Kenol Kobil, Total, BP, Shell, and Caltex) and one for solar (Chloride Exide).
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In 2009 FAS and Faulu Kenya partnered with Arc Finance to create a new
clean energy division within Faulu Kenya, which links product sales and af-
fordable financing to improve energy access for a growing number of clients.
Arc Finance provided a $20,000 catalytic investment. Since the pilot’s launch in
March 2010 Faulu Kenya’s new energy division has disbursed $150,000 in
loans to new and existing clients, supporting the purchase of more than 2,500
solar lanterns (benefiting 15,000 people). This volume nearly quadrupled the di-
vision’s initial sales goal. The pilot has successfully laid the foundation for Faulu
Kenya’s energy division becoming a permanent part of the MFI’s business.
Building on newly gained experience and capacity, the division is now in the
process of diversifying its portfolio to include four additional solar technologies.
Thanks in part to Arc’s financial support and guidance, today the energy divi-
sion is a thriving, permanent venture.

The XAC Bank Experience (Mongolia)

Another success model has been focused on energy conservation through pro-
viding and financing purchase of appropriate technologies that enable micro-
finance clients to improve home insulation.

To set the stage for this success case, note that Mongolia is among the
world’s poorest and most polluted countries. The major livelihood in rural
Mongolia is livestock herding. In fact, livestock (cattle, horses, sheep, and
camels) outnumber people, 32 million to 2.7 million.37 Unfortunately, the live-
stock are susceptible to the extreme weather patterns known as “dzud,” where
heavy snow prevents livestock from accessing pasture or receiving adequate
hay. When the livestock die, the farmers who have lost their livelihoods tend
to migrate toward the capital city. The new residents (who are often poor)
move to ger districts on the outskirts of the city. Over the past several years
the population of these Ulaanbaatar slums has grown to around 65% of the
total residents, roughly 700,000 people, and the pollution in the city has got-
ten worse.

No other capital city in the world is as polluted as Ulaanbaatar, which has
an average annual concentration of air particulate matter more than 10 times
WHO’s acceptable level.38 A majority of the pollution is a result of exhaust from
wood-burning indoor stoves that are used to heat traditional Mongolian homes
called gers, or yurts. Households located in the ger districts use five tons of coal
and one and a half tons of wood per year.39 The poorest ger residents spend
40% of their monthly income on heating during the coldest months, October
through June.

In Los Angeles, the locals talk about smog days. InMongolia, the locals com-
plain about smoke days. Thesewood-burning stoves are used nearly continuously,
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as the weather dips well below freezing for much of the year. During the heat-
ing season, pollution levels increase to 20 times those of normal summer levels,
and the pollution levels in the ger districts are seven times higher than in the city
center.40

XacBank (pronounced “HaasBank”), a microfinance bank based in Ulaan-
baatar, has added energy products (and related financing) to its portfolio of
products. Since 1998 XacBank has provided microfinance services to the urban
and rural poor of Mongolia. What began as a merger of two NGO-funded
banks, Goviin Ekhlel (established byMercy Corps) and X.A.C. (under UNDP),
XacBank soon became a full-service microfinance bank providing an impressive
range of financial products, including deposit services and SME loans.

The bank’s ability to supply energy products to the poorest market segment
is based on a financial partnership with FMO, a Dutch development bank. As
a result of this loan, XacBank is able to offer two energy products to rural and
urban dwellers at a below-market rate. The first is a ger insulation blanket in-
tended to cover an entire ger, leaving an opening for the door. Its six locally
produced parts include roof insulation covering, pressed felt wall insulation
covering, roof opening insulation, wall lower edge strip, pressed felt door insu-
lation, and waterproof covering. The blankets, which are sold exclusively
through XacBank, cost about $450 at 17% interest with a monthly installment
of about $23. Without a blanket, a ger resident spends about $70 a month on
fuel costs. With the blanket, they spend $60 a month on the loan and fuel, rep-
resenting a monthly savings of $10 for the duration of the loan. (After the loan
is paid off, the monthly savings skyrockets to $33.) This investment pays for it-
self in 14 months. Not only does the blanket save the poor monthly fuel costs,
but it also reduces carbon dioxide emissions by five tons annually. (The gers
generally emit about eight tons of carbon without a blanket, and about three
with it.)

Building on this successful experience, XacBank will soon widely offer its
second major energy product—a wood-burning stove that acts much like a kiln.
The highly efficient stove is designed to retain, circulate, and draft heat for long
periods of time, and it reduces air particulates by 80%.41 As a result, it cuts
household fuel costs by over 60%, or about $30 a month. The total cost of the
stove is about $110with 17% interest, no down payment required, and amonthly
payment of $5. XacBank currently has limited production of the stoves while
it improves on the stove technology. XacBank hopes to expand production of
the stoves to local markets, like they have with the ger blanket.

One of the unique aspects of XacBank is that the program, as currently im-
plemented, is made possible by carbon credits. Given the low interest, small
loan amounts, and high distribution costs, the bank actually loses money on
each blanket financed. This loss, however, is covered by the carbon revenues



generated by each product’s offset. Microenergy Credits, a Seattle-based com-
pany, is a carbon aggregator that works with microfinance institutions across
the world, including XacBank. By purchasing the offsets of the ger blankets,
XacBank recovers its operating and marketing costs. As the program reaches
scale, the bank hopes to use additional carbon credit revenues to reach more
clients, reduce interest rates further, create a guarantee fund for supplier SMEs,
and support pilot efforts to market future energy products.

A “Powerful” Alliance: SELCO and SEWA in India

One of the most exciting partnerships between a progressive, double-bottom-
line clean energy company and a flagship MFI is the alliance between SELCO
and SEWA Bank in India.

SELCO is an energy company focused on serving the base-of-the-pyramid
market with affordable solar solutions. Established in 1995, by 2010 it had in-
stalled more than 115,000 solar systems for residential and business use and
6,000 efficient cookstoves, mostly in its home state of Karnataka, according to
its website. A recipient of the prestigious Ashden Award, it has annual turnover
of more than $3 million and employs 300 people throughout southern India. It
has also installed the largest solar water heating system in India, with a 200,000-
liter capability.

Beginning in 2005 SELCO formed an alliance with SEWA Bank in the state
of Gujarat. Loans finance solar home light, solar lanterns, and battery charg-
ing systems. Separately, SEWA also promotes smokeless cookstoves and solar
cookers. Loans are available to SEWA members in amounts up to $1,250 for
unsecured loans, though for secured loans there is no upward limit except the
value of the security. Loans are repaid over 35 months at an interest rate of
17%, though 7% is refunded upon completion of on-time repayment. SEWA
markets these products through mobile vans and displays in monthly fairs, and
through its ongoing contacts with members. Importantly, SEWAmandates that
customers go through a 15-day trial period with solar technology, after which
they can purchase it based on demonstrated value to the client’s household or
commercial enterprise. Clients generally fall into three categories: those ob-
taining it for household needs, street vendors who use it for business purposes
(keeping their sales operation open at night), and energy entrepreneurs who sell
clean energy products to the wider community. In order to ensure adequate cus-
tomer service, SELCO created a team to manage this part of the alliance and
housed the team in the SEWA Bank building.

To date, uptake has been modest but is gaining momentum. SEWA has
provided financing to enable more than 4,000 of its members to access energy
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products from SELCO, including solar home systems and efficient cookstoves.
These include 250 entrepreneurs who have been set up in clean energy businesses.

Opening Up Markets in Argentina and Beyond:
The Case of Emprenda

Latin America has been a region with somewhat limited application of clean en-
ergy solutions, especially through microfinance. The reasons include the ten-
dency of MFIs to focus narrowly on efficient provision of financial products
(and the few renegades like Pro Mujer that pursue a more holistic strategy to
focus on health linkages in microfinance), state intervention in the energy sec-
tor, and the widespread access to grid electricity compared to the poor countries
of Africa and Asia. However, there is still significant potential and a growing
movement to realize it.

By way of background, more than 30 million people in Latin America,
mostly in the rural areas, lack access to electricity.42 Some 23 percent of Latin
Americans, or about 96 million people, rely on traditional biomass for cooking
and heating.43 Due to a variety of factors including a number of ill-timed, highly
subsidized government initiatives to supply energy to the poor that have stifled
private initiative while rarely succeeding on their own terms,44 the growth of
rural energy companies, working alone or in partnership with microfinance in-
stitutions, has been minimal to date. Historically, microfinance in Latin Amer-
ica has typically been urban, not rural, where the energy need is greatest. This
focus on moderately poor clients in urban centers means that a majority of the
40 million households without access to electricity and modern cooking fuels
are probably not microfinance clients. This enormous unmet demand for clean,
low-cost energy offers a huge potential market for microfinance institutions
looking to reach more clients, especially those seeking to expand into the rural
areas.

One promising early leader in this arena is Emprenda, a microfinance in-
stitution working in both rural and urban settings in Argentina. Since 2004 Em-
prenda has pioneered the provision of solar systems for electricity generation to
poor rural households in the northwest of Argentina45 by effectively combining
solar energy and microfinance. Emprenda responded to the growing demand for
clean energy sources in Argentina and has subsequently increased its operations
through word of mouth and by marketing their products on local radio.

Emprenda has provided access to a variety of solar panels to 3,394 clients
in Argentina, 32% of whom live in rural areas. Originally Emprenda offered
one 46W solar panel with a 36-month financing package. They have since ex-
panded their products and now offer three different SHSs: 20W, 35W, and 50W.
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These SHSs range in price from $450 to $850, and all come with an 18-month
financing package (macroeconomic conditions in Argentina do not allow for
longer terms as of early 2011).

For those families that typically spend money on kerosene, gas, batteries,
and the like, switching to SHSs has translated into savings of $21 per month46

on average, which could be redirected toward other family and business needs.
Additionally, like Grameen Shakti, Emprenda trained and employed local youth
to install the SHSs, giving them not just additional income but also transferable
skills for opportunities beyond day laboring.

Due to economic difficulties in Argentina in 2008, Emprenda was forced to
reevaluate its business. It responded by establishing a dynamic partnership in
2008 with ACP Group, a leading player in microfinance and social ventures in
Latin America, and taking its business beyond Argentina’s borders. It entered
Peru through a joint venture with Vivencia, a local company. Emprenda
launched a pilot project in Piura, Peru, in 2010, under the brand Genera, which
aims to create a network of rural microfranchises that can provide energy so-
lutions for rural households, including loans to finance product procurement.
A nonprofit with a social bottom line, ACP Group reinvests 100% of its prof-
its pursuing social justice by developing and promoting micro-entrepreneurs.
The group pursues triple-bottom-line results; one of the channels to fill the en-
vironmental component is provided by Genera.

The microfranchise model is still in a pilot phase. The Genera franchisees are
typically local entrepreneurs. Genera selects these entrepreneurs to bring their
products and services to their communities while paying them a commission
based on each sale. Specifically, the entrepreneurs are responsible for the sales and
maintenance of the SHSs and loan disbursement to their neighbors. The SHSs are
financed by Genera themselves, so when a sale is made, Genera delivers the SHS
to the franchisee, who installs it in the household. Monthly payments for the
loans are made at Mibanco, the microfinance bank of Grupo ACP. Emprenda
has learned, as have Grameen Shakti andmany otherMFIs, that hiring and train-
ing local entrepreneurs makes gaining the trust of the communities easier due to
the fact that they know the community. This strategy provides twofold benefits:
the community trusts one of its members to vouch for the new product, and the
franchisee has the knowledge and experience to pre-screen potential borrowers.

While the microfranchise model has yet to be tested fully, Emprenda’s ex-
perience providing cutting-edge energy products and services has produced
some key lessons:

• MFIs can provide financing for energy products in certain contexts and,
in fact, can be more successful and efficient than partnering with product
distributors.
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• Demand for energy products is high and can exceed that of traditional
microfinance loans. This demand provides an entry point for microfinance
institutions to bring their services.

• Providing energy products not only alleviates the poor from the costly
burden of inefficient energy sources, but also saves them time and im-
proves their health.

• In Latin America, the state is very active in the subject of rural electrifi-
cation. It is both a threat and an opportunity, depending on the business
model adopted.

BRINGING INFORMATIONTO
HELPTHE POOR ADDRESSTHE FOOD CRISIS

In the case of bringing clean energy solutions to the poor, MFIs and energy com-
panies that adopt their methods are beginning to solve the last-mile problem in
ways that earn them and their clients money and contribute to solving com-
munity and global problems. This represents a particular case of a generalized
opportunity. This chapter now explores another example.

The world’s researchers have for decades been generating information that,
in theory, could be of immense value to the poor in their capacities as job seek-
ers, micro-entrepreneurs, farmers, students, voters, and consumers of health
care. Despite the existence of hundreds of thousands of front-line staff of NGOs
and government agencies who are in place and could transmit this information,
very often the poor do not have effective access to available knowledge. As a re-
sult, they are unable to save a crop or livestock threatened by disease, take ad-
vantage of government programs to enhance their business, connect with buyers
of their crops or products willing to pay the full market price, or locate a health
clinic that has the capacity to treat a sudden family illness. However, the mo-
bile phone revolution (there are 4 billion in use today in the developing world),
creative leveraging of human networks, and a new generation of pro-poor soft-
ware applications for mobile devices is starting to change this. One of the most
promising cases is leveraging knowledge of agricultural best practices through
mobile phones and networks of “trusted intermediaries”47 to improve yields of
smallholder farmers in Uganda, thereby increasing food security and agricul-
tural productivity, and contributing in a small but meaningful way to address-
ing the global food crisis.

And just in time! Volatile and increasing food prices, and their punishing im-
pact on the poor, is a major issue that has been well chronicled. Indirectly,
microfinance has been helping to cushion the impact of this negative trend by
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allowing for income enhancement, savings mobilization, and consumption
smoothing (to reduce the increase in seasonal hunger caused by the crisis), and
by financing a significant amount of livestock raising by the poor, especially in
rural Asia and Africa, as well as some cultivation of food crops. On an ad hoc
basis, microfinance loan officers provide occasional advice to clients growing
food and raising livestock, despite few of them having any formal training in
these disciplines.

Separately, in an effort to ensure that a higher percentage of microfinance
loans are invested in profitable businesses, the concept of “microfranchise” has
gained currency as a means of setting up microfinance clients in sustainable
businesses that will give them a greater chance of investing their loans produc-
tively and generating savings that can be deposited.

As a specific example of how microfinance staff and clients can use new
technologies to bring useful information to the poor, this chapter argues that
there is an important opportunity to address food crises and their manifestations
in the rural developing world through technology-enabled microfranchises that
do three important things:

1. Pick up where agricultural extension leaves off, by empowering local
farmer-leaders to use their mobile phones to bring actionable, relevant,
timely, contextualized knowledge of farming best practices to cultivators,
spanning the proverbial last mile that has stood between useful knowl-
edge reaching farmers in time to make an positive impact.

2. Serve as information brokers, collecting (using the information-capturing
capabilities of mobile phones) and aggregating (using specially designed
databases) information about the needs and capabilities of small farmers
so as to improve planning by governments, international organizations,
and the private sector.

3. Connect buyers and sellers in ways that enable farmers to earn more
from what they produce and reduce waste.

This will require leveraging the mobile phone revolution48 and also the de-
velopment of appropriate software applications and databases to support their
use for improving agricultural productivity. Establishing a network of community
knowledge workers is at the core of this vision, and it is something that multi-
tasking microfinance loan officers and clients can perform as a new business
line. As loan officers and clients become increasingly comfortable using their
phone and tailored applications designed to improve agriculture, the foundation
will be laid for mobile banking, dissemination of health tips, promotion of dem-
ocratic values and participation, and much more.
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Livelihood DevelopmentThroughTechnology-Enabled
Microfranchises: Grameen Foundation’s Community

KnowledgeWorker (CKW) Program in Uganda

Among the microfranchises being promoted today, some of the most exciting
are those that are technology-enabled and that bring benefits to the wider com-
munity through their inherently pro-poor, pro-development nature. One of the
earliest examples of this was Grameen Telecom49 in Bangladesh, which set up
more than 300,000 “village phone operators” who significantly increased their
incomes during the years before mobile phone penetration reached very high
levels even in the countryside. Beyond the incomes earned by the village phone
operators and the ancillary benefit of these entrepreneurs becoming familiar
with new technology earlier than even many of their wealthy neighbors, phone
usage by people in the villages allowed for improved health and livelihood out-
comes, and more rapid and effective disaster response, across the country.50

Grameen Foundation adapted the village phone model for Uganda,
Rwanda, and Cameroon working with MTN, and elsewhere with other part-
ners. The model had been proven in Bangladesh, but given the high population
density there, the telecom industry structure, and the cross-subsidization possi-
ble between various Grameen Bank programs, it wasn’t guaranteed that the
model would be replicable elsewhere as a start-up entity. Fortunately, the busi-
ness model was viable, with GF/MTN’s Village Phone Uganda eventually grow-
ing to support over 25,000 operators, who each serve up to 500 people in their
communities. GF subsequently sold its stakes in Village Phone Uganda and
Rwanda to MTN, which continues to run them as lines of business with a so-
cial benefit, an example of one possible exit for a sustainable social enterprise
that can be initially launched and incubated by a development organization to
prove its viability.

The next phase of GF’s work in Uganda after village phone was AppLab,
which was focused on organizing expert-approved information in several do-
mains that could be accessed from the most basic mobile devices. GF further
built on this experience and, in particular, Google SMS Ag Tips, which allowed
Ugandan farmers to access via text messaging information on agriculture that
had been vetted by local experts. It did so by launching a pilot to determine
whether a community knowledge worker (CKW)—a farmer leader nominated
fromwithin their village—could serve as a trusted intermediary and enhance the
ability of farmers to improve their yields and incomes through access to ac-
tionable information and services on the mobile phone.

GF saw that making the model sustainable would present unique challenges
given people’s inherent unwillingness to pay for information. Seeing that smart-
phones offer a two-way channel for information flow, GF modified the model
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to include collection of mobile survey data about farmers for organizations serv-
ing them, for which partners expressed a willingness to pay. Those fees cover the
operating cost of the franchise business, while providing incomes to the entre-
preneurs—CKWs. Based on the success of the pilot, GF received further support
from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation in 2009 to scale the program
nationwide.

Progress to date has been encouraging. Almost 280 CKWs have been de-
ployed in the first nine months of active operations, the majority in collabora-
tion with the World Food Program. CKWs have registered more than 16,000
smallholder farmers from 2,200 villages, and 85,000 information tips have been
disseminated from a database containing locally relevant information about 35
crops, agricultural inputs (seeds, fertilizer), five of the most commonly owned
livestock animals, weather, and price information in 32 markets. Over time, GF
plans to deploy more than 1,400 CKWs, who will be able to reach at least
250,000 farming households, or 1.25 million poor people in rural Uganda.

The business model is as follows: CKWs sign an agreement and receive their
kit (phone, insurance, charging solution, marketing materials) in the form of a
loan. From the incomes they earn from performing their CKW services, they are
able to pay back the cost of the kit, and make a small profit of up to $20 per
month, depending on performance against monthly targets. They are paid using
MTNMobile Money, which simplifies payment operations.

If a CKW is performing poorly, GF’s field officers visit the CKW to under-
stand whether he or she is having problems with the phone, personal or family
issues, and so on. They receive regular refresher training to continue to build
confidence and capabilities. If CKWs show very poor performance for a certain
number of months, and do not respond to follow-up services, they are asked to
leave the program and give back their phone. The team makes a significant in-
vestment in the recruiting process to find candidates who meet the criteria and
are most likely to succeed in their role, and maximize the impact to smallholder
farmers with whom they work.

In addition to earnings from performing the CKW role, the charging solu-
tion CKWs use for their own phones provides CKWswith an additional income
flow from charging farmers’ phones. Over time, GF plans to provide additional
“lines of business” that CKWs can offer in the community utilizing the mobile
phone, including mobile financial services, airtime resale, and others.

Note that CKW demographics closely mirror those of their farmer “cus-
tomers,” with 40% of both groups falling below the $1.25 per day income band
in recruitments to date. A CKW in that income band, who earns $15 from part-
time CKW services, increases her monthly income by approximately 40%. (To
date, roughly half of CKWs are earning the maximum payment of $20 in a
given month and many earn additional income from charging mobile phones.)
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GF was able to determine these poverty levels by building the Progress out
of Poverty Index questionnaire into the data capturing process. (In Uganda, the
PPI has been developed collaboratively with BRAC, which initially created a
“Poverty Scorecard” using a similar methodology as the PPI. Now those two ap-
proaches are being merged into a single tool.) This will allow for ongoing track-
ing of changing poverty levels of CKWs and farmers who use their services.

GF believes the CKW model, aligned closely with existing agriculture ex-
tension efforts, will reduce the cost per adoption of new and improved agricul-
ture practices, show improved yields and incomes of smallholder farmers, create
a newmodel for rural entrepreneurship by increasing the incomes of the CKWs
themselves, and ultimately demonstrate a model that can be scaled to reach
rural poor smallholder farmers around the world. Microfinance institutions,
which were central to the early efforts to set up Village Phone Operators in
Uganda, can be a robust channel for identifying, training, and (as necessary) fi-
nancing CKWs. In addition, multitasking MFI loan officers can take on some
aspects of the roles of CKW, especially as mobile banking and other efficiency
gains enable them to serve their existing clientele more easily.

A variation of the CKW program is under way in Indonesia, focused on
nonagriculture livelihood services, with the support of Qualcomm. As of April
2011 it had recruited more than 6,876 entrepreneurs. Of them, 90% are
women, 60% are poor (under $2.50/day/capita), and 11% are very poor
(under $1.25/day/capita)—the poverty figures being confirmed by the PPI,
which is completed for all entrepreneurs as part of their participation. The
average income increase of these entrepreneurs is 15% so far, based on GF’s
tracking of their transactions using mobile phones and comparing it to their
income derived from their PPI score. (Their main business to date is reselling
airtime.)

One key lesson from these efforts is that while both programs show great
promise, such microfranchise models—especially those that seek to deliver
measurable impact as well as scale and sustainability—are complex, and re-
quire a long funding runway before the model is honed and can be sustainable.
Just as it took many years to hone the group lending model of microfinance
and learn to deliver field services in a financially sustainable way, honing mi-
crofranchise models such that they achieve impact, sustainability, and then scale
does not happen overnight. GF is working closely with a large number of part-
ners in this effort to ensure that not only does it maximize the synergy across
organizations with aligned impact goals but that the lessons can be utilized by
others and replicated.

Microfranchises enabled by mobile phone technologies are a growing trend.
A summary of some of the models that GF has been involved in documenting
or executing are summarized in Table 5.1.



Table 5.1 Grameen Foundation Microfranchising Models

Estimated
Number of

Estimated People Reached
Number of With Mobile

Program Microfranchisees Services Services Offered

Village Phone
Uganda 27,000 15 million Voice, SMS services

Village Phone
Rwanda 9,000 3.6 million Voice, SMS services

AppLab Uganda N/A—service 300,000 SMS-based agriculture
offered directly and health tips
to end users

Village Phone + 6,876 and growing 690,000 Airtime resale, job
AppLab Indonesia (active program) search services, mobile

surveys, and other
services

CKW Uganda 268 and growing 16,000 smallholder Agriculture, weather,
(active program) farmer households and market price

→ 80,000 individuals information; mobile
in those families surveys; phone

charging; and, soon,
mobile financial
services

As with the energy-oriented microfranchise programs outlined in the pre-
vious sections, the fundamental focus of these mobile microfranchise models is
reducing vulnerability of the entrepreneurs themselves, as well as the people
they serve. In the case of GF’s Uganda and Indonesia microfranchise models, this
is done through provision of important agriculture, health, and other informa-
tion; mobile financial services; income-generating opportunities; and linkages to
markets. With a network of information entrepreneurs, it would also be possi-
ble to introduce energy solutions, leveraging the inherent distribution potential
of those human networks.

Clearly there are natural synergies between mobile phone–enabled mi-
crofranchise programs and efforts to address energy poverty. Learning from
each other’s models, and seeking viable opportunities for combining them, could
add portfolio diversification for microfranchisees and MFIs, and increase the
reach and relevance of services available to the rural poor.
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LESSONS LEARNED AND CONCLUSIONS

While grappling with the questions of how to address energy poverty and cli-
mate change, and the challenges being faced by the global microfinance move-
ment—and, in particular, how existing solutions that address two if not three
of these issues can be championed—a few lessons emerge that are worth
distilling.

1. For MFIs to rise to the challenge of bridging the last mile that prevents
useful products and information—such as clean energy solutions and knowledge
of agricultural best practices—from reaching those who need them, MFIs need
to rethink key elements of their business model. MFIs are well positioned—
compared to governments and the private sector—to serve this purpose and in
so doing create value for clients, but only if basic assumptions and trends are
challenged and in some cases reversed. In particular, this will require recali-
brating the prioritization of scale over creating quality client relationships, and
also looking at ways to cross-sell and finance useful products and applications
of relevant knowledge.

2. There is a clear need for affordable, clean energy solutions for the poor
and middle class, and growing evidence of demand as well as a compelling
“business case.” With billions being spent annually on inefficient and un-
healthful energy sources, the need for better sources of energy is obvious. As
clean energy technologies become increasingly affordable, they are a smart in-
vestment in the poor’s future. As evidenced by the success of institutions and
energy companies, offering these technologies through end-user or entrepre-
neurial financing is sustainable and can even lead to a more diversified loan
portfolio.

3. To date, there has been more success in having energy companies inter-
nalize the lessons of microfinance to create in-house financing units than in hav-
ingMFIs actively partner with rural energy companies or create in-house energy
companies.While there are a few examples of successful partnerships between
MFIs and energy companies, historically MFIs have had a hard time finding re-
liable energy companies with which to partner. In addition, energy companies
have been reluctant to partner with MFIs, seeing them as too risky and inflex-
ible. However, a growing body of sound practices and lessons learned is guid-
ing a new generation of partnerships between energy companies and MFIs.51 If
MFIs do not rise to this opportunity to generate social and financial profit, oth-
ers will fill the vacuum despite the clear advantages MFI have at present.

4. Improved cookstoves have enormous potential for bringing immediate
benefits to the poor while also addressing climate change. The simple act of
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funneling cooking emissions outside the home will save time and lives. It will cut
back on the fuel necessary to cook and to heat the home, reducing the impact
on the environment. Importantly, improved cooking stoves are inexpensive to
produce when made with locally available materials and labor, and as we have
seen, they are popular among the poor. Dollar for dollar, they are one of the best
investments in reducing the carbon emissions of the rural poor in the develop-
ing world.

5. Slowing and mitigating climate change requires multiple strategies, two
of which are (1) addressing “energy poverty” through green technologies fi-
nanced by MFIs or their sister organizations and (2) MFIs recasting their poli-
cies in light of expected changes in the global climate. To address climate change
comprehensively, consumption patterns in industrialized countries will need to
change. However, having poor people in developing countries do their part in
a way that also brings direct benefits to them will help create political will for
other stakeholders to do their part. Using client interactions and transactions as
an entry point to preparing the poor for expected climate change will reduce the
negative impact on both clients and MFIs.

6. Financing for clean energy among the poor and middle class in the rural
areas of developing countries needs to take into account the importance of the
supply chain and, in particular, maintenance issues, especially for solar home
systems.Grameen Shakti addressed this effectively by focusing on local women
and youth to train, educate, and employ as technicians. This strategy reduced
costs related to hiring outside technicians and also provided local people with
good-paying jobs and gave them marketable and transferable skills. In addi-
tion, as much as possible, GS purchased supplies fromwithin Bangladesh.Many
developing countries are resource rich, and it’s worth looking into local supply
chains that can provide needed parts for these renewable technologies and also
add much-needed regular business to local supply chains.

7.Based on early efforts, the low-hanging fruit forMFIs in addressing energy
poverty seems to be, as part of their SME portfolio, to actively finance entre-
preneurs who sell clean and renewable energy solutions to the poor, the middle
class, and other entrepreneurs.Microfranchises appear to be a wave of the fu-
ture in microfinance, and ones that are lucrative for the MFI and the entrepre-
neur while solving end-user problems that in turn address global crises have
enormous potential to improve the performance and reputation of MFIs, par-
ticularly early and aggressive adopters.

8.While it will take a long-term investment to secure, carbon credits from
the voluntary exchange can assist in lowering the cost of clean and renewable en-
ergy solutions for the rural poor and middle class. Energy companies and MFIs
have an opportunity and responsibility to help cut the poor in on the carbon
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trading market and ensure that they benefit materially from adopting clean en-
ergy solutions.

9. The problems of climate change and the global food crisis are interre-
lated, as are many viable solutions to them. For example, climate change will
adversely impact agriculture, and some agricultural practices contribute to cli-
mate change. In addition, clean energy solutions that enable mobile phone
charging not only reduce carbon emissions but also enable easier use of devices
that can provide actionable information to farmers to improve yields and cap-
ture information that can lead to improved policies and planning by govern-
ments and the private sector. Furthermore, biogas plants lead to cleaner and
healthier energy alternatives while also producing organic fertilizer to improve
agricultural productivity.

10. Grameen Shakti’s “total solution” comprising the entire value chain
(excluding manufacturing) will be difficult to comprehensively replicate, though
many types of organizations can leverage lessons from its success.MFIs would
do well to study howGrameen Bank spawned a sister company that specialized
in bringing clean energy solutions to its clients and others, leveraging the bank’s
infrastructure and relationships but not relying on them entirely.

11. Technology-enabled microfranchise initiatives initiated by MFIs, agri-
culture development organizations, mobile operators, and others hold great
promise for contributing to, and benefitting from, the impact of renewable en-
ergy initiatives in the rural developing world. Becoming an entrepreneur is
daunting and may not meet the needs of all the poor seeking financial stability.
Microfranchises provide a less risky route into business ownership by taking
away the most daunting task of all—coming up with an idea. Bringing tech-
nology into the world’s poorest communities bridges the gap between the poor
and ideas and information that will help them create or enhance their liveli-
hoods. By providing the poor with an SHS, cell phone, or solar lamp, MFIs
meet a fundamental need within that community and help the microentrepre-
neur build a better life.

12. Cross collaboration and marketing. One of the ways Grameen Shakti
benefits from its relationship with Grameen Bank is through cross promotion
at GB group client meetings. This relationship seems natural between these or-
ganizations but is perfectly replicable between progressive and collaborative en-
ergy companies and MFIs. Renewable energy companies or even local schools
can, through creative partnerships withMFIs, increase access to clients and fur-
ther community knowledge and ownership of ways to mitigate their inefficient
energy sources with clean, renewable, and affordable alternatives.

13. Show, don’t tell. The poor are sometimes skeptical of new technology,
especially when they have to take out a loan to purchase it. Grameen Shakti
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and SEWA found that demonstrating how products such as improved cooking
stoves work and giving consumers the ability to test them before purchasing
them was effective. Much like in the US, where we can try out everything from
a car to a sweater, the poor want to test things before they buy them.

14. There is a significant opportunity for creating green jobs.Not only can
clean and renewable energy technology give the poor a new avenue to advance
their livelihoods, but they can also be educated, trained, and employed in the ex-
ecution of such technology. They can act as key liaisons between the MFI and
the community, giving credibility to the previously unknown devices and solu-
tions. Grameen Shakti’s “technology centers” are a prime example of putting
this concept into practice.

15. An opportunity for cooperatives. Simply because the SHSs and biogas
plants are too expensive for a single household does not mean a group of vil-
lagers couldn’t buy into one collectively. Microfinance solidarity groups could
come together for this purpose, especially if they live close to one another. Tra-
ditional cooperatives and self-help groups could also be an exciting market.

16. Solution development must be done locally to the maximum extent pos-
sible in order to meet the needs of the poor. This should not need to be stated;
yet, in practice, a local approach is often not adopted, and localization of inter-
national models an afterthought. This means using local talent, and designing,
testing, and modifying solutions based on ongoing feedback from poor users.

17. Information alone is rarely enough. Knowledge must be relevant, in
context, come from trusted sources, and lead to actionable outcomes or facili-
tate transactions in order to be useful. For example, market price solutions can
create impact if they (1) are for a local market, (2) are linked to transport op-
tions to get goods to market, and (3) allow farmers to connect and bulk their
crops for sufficient volume.

18.Human networks are critical. Trusted intermediaries—local people who
may be farmers with some schooling, microfinance clients or loan officers, or
community nurses—overcome discoverability and usability challenges and pro-
vide crucial contextualization of information across the last mile. They address
the barriers of illiteracy and multiple languages, and encourage adoption of be-
havior-changing information, such as improved agricultural or health practices.

19. Scaling is necessary, but not sufficient, to achieve impact. Behavioral
changes and improved outcomes must be proven before significant investments
are made in increasing coverage. This begins with an understanding of who is
being reached through use of social performance management tools like the PPI
and whether the intervention is achieving the desired impact before scaling is
pursued at the national level.

20. Scaling is not likely unless a business model is viable.Many efforts start
by focusing on solving a social problem, and seek a business model later. Business
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models must be developed as a core part of the solution, and tested carefully.
Creativity is required, sometimes involving cross-subsidization, and the value
proposition must be compelling for multiple stakeholders.

* * *

A vast and growing body of technological innovation and knowledge could and
should be directly benefitting the world’s poor in their struggles to lead pro-
ductive and healthy lives and ensure educational opportunities for the next gen-
eration. However, it is the exception rather than the rule that they benefit.
Moreover, timely and actionable information about the poor is generally not
available to policymakers or corporations seeking to do business with the base
of the pyramid.

Microfinance institutions, in their collective search for a fresh start after re-
cent setbacks (some of which were self-inflicted), can serve as intermediaries
that can bring technology and information to the poor in usable forms and pro-
vide finance that is often necessary to leverage them. If they and their sister or-
ganizations, directly or through alliances, rise to the challenge of playing this
role alongside practicing double-bottom-line financial intermediation, they will
renew their promise as leaders in the global movement to combat poverty and
adjacent issues including climate change, global food crises, and more. Doing
so will require rethinking key aspects of the microfinance business model, in-
cluding incentives for front-line staff and senior management, the flexibility of
loan products, and the importance of deposit services.

This is a moment of truth for the microfinance industry. Will it become in-
creasingly irrelevant, or will it become newly relevant to the needs of their clients
and some of the most critical issues facing humankind? Complacency is the
enemy, while the entrepreneurial spirit of microfinance leaders, applied in a
double-bottom-line framework, could be the engine to drive the sector forward
into a new era of achievement.
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